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team for the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens. He recently served as the
sport psychologist for the USA Combined Nordic Ski Team in Vancou-
ver in 2010. During Spring Semester 2010, Dr. Gordin was a visiting
professor at Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland and has also
consulted in the business world for Bank of America, ING, The Hart-
ford, Transamerica Retirement Services, Nationwide, and Pioneer
Investments.

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
I grew up surrounded by athletics. My father was a coach at a university
and later an athletic director at a small liberal arts institution. Our family
consisted of my mother, father and two brothers. Both of my brothers were
athletes but not interested in the same sports as I. The influence on me grow-
ing up around coaches was long lasting. When my father associated with
his colleagues, I would tag along and listen to the coaches talk. I watched
their behaviors and I visited many locker rooms. This exposure instilled the
culture of sport in me.

I started to play organized sports when I was very young, and played
football, baseball, and basketball and was also on the age group swimming
team in the summer months. During high school I continued to play sport,
specializing in football. I also played basketball and participated in track
and field. Every season was a different sport for me. I learned to be self-
reliant, but also a team player. This upbringing had a major effect on my ca-
reer choice, as I never considered any other profession but teaching and
coaching. If it is possible to be born to coach, I guess this was the case.

Other experiences that influenced my interest in sport were family out-
ings to sporting events, such as attending games and activities, and my early
experience as a lifeguard. I enrolled in lifeguard training at 14 years old; the
earliest you could possibly certify. My first job was teaching swim lessons to
young children. I learned a work ethic and from a very early age was proud
to earn my own spending money. I enjoyed the sense of autonomy that ac-
companied hard work and sacrifice. I learned that nothing comes to you for
free in life and that persistence and continued effort are essential ingredients
to success. I have never since accomplished anything in my life worth much
without some sense of sacrifice put forth in order to achieve the goals I set
for myself.

I was recruited to play major college football after a successful high school
career, but chose to attend a small liberal arts university instead. I felt then
that a well-rounded individual was more important than only concentrating
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on one sport in college. I played college football and studied physical educa-
tion and coaching. I also was a high school teacher and coach for a few
years. My experiences as a coach convinced me early on that there was a
mental side to sport that was untrained in athletics, at least in a formal way.
In the 50’s and 60’s, Ohio was considered the cradle of coaching. As a child
I met and conversed with Woody Hayes, Fred Taylor, and other personal
friends of my dad. I would even get to hang out in the locker rooms of many
of these bastions of sport. When I remember these early exposures with
fondness it is no wonder I developed a locker room mentality. When my dad
would compete in golf, for instance, I would caddy for him. If he went to a
bowling league, I went along. I was able to bond with my dad and see com-
petitive athletics up close and personal. I believe now that my competitive
nature was developed and nurtured in these early experiences.

My formal education consisted of more exposure to sport. I attended The
Ohio State University for a graduate degree, and studied with the best schol-
ars of the day in physical education. I also obtained great exposure to ap-
plied sport psychology by attending The University of Utah in the late 70’s.
There I met a young and upcoming pioneer in applied sport psychology
named Keith Henschen. Keith and I had, and still have, a very special rela-
tionship. It is not so much mentor/student as collegial in nature. In fact,
many in our field will be surprised to know that Keith was my major profes-
sor at Utah.

At the time, the field of applied sport psychology was still in its infancy
and Keith and I were able to explore, discuss and develop together. I was
able to obtain a position with the university women’s gymnastics team in
the late 70’s to supply my services. It was perfect timing as Greg Marsden,
the head coach, was also a student in sport psychology at Utah and was
very interested in employing the services of a consultant for his team. Keith
and I then became established in the gymnastics world at the national level.
I will never forget going to the national championships for the first time
knowing no one and coming away with a job as a consultant for the US
Gymnastics Federation. This resulted in my first appointment to an Olympic
Games in Seoul in 1988. This also happened to coincide with the first ever
official sport psychologist being sent by the USOC to an Olympic Games
when Shane Murphy was sent as an official delegate to these games. These
experiences have influenced my style tremendously.

I am not sure how to name my style but will settle for “Humanistic Sport
Psychology.” I believe that if you can gain the trust of all involved in the
consulting relationship including coaches, trainers, physical therapists as
well as of course, the athletes, then you have a chance to help the organiza-
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tion. I believe my experiences have instilled in me a respect for the consult-
ing relationship. As stated earlier, I am a team player. I am one, of many,
who might help in some small way develop a healthy, lifelong relationship
in any consulting experience.

THEORY OF PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE
When addressing performance excellence it is critical to begin from a solid
base. I include in this base determination, drive, discipline, and desire for
excellence. This is an intrinsically driven need to perform at an optimal
level. In my opinion, if an athlete does not have a high level of intrinsic mo-
tivation then the task of becoming great is possible but less likely to occur.
After assessing and ensuring a solid base, I teach the following mental skills:
focus and refocusing, poise under pressure, and mental toughness.

The ability of an athlete to focus has been studied in sport psychology for
many years. Unfortunately there are no formulas for teaching this ability in
every case. All great athletes that I have had the privilege to work within the
past 35 years give maximum effort, but no more. They focus only on what
they can control and no more. These extraordinary athletes could care less
how they compare to others at participation time. They try to get the com-
petition to react to their actions rather than reacting to the competition.
They are extremely aware of the conservation of energy for times when they
must flip the switch. Distractions are considered not only a normal part of
the contest but also an expected part of it. These extraordinary people even
find it amusing and curious when the competition begins to unravel. Inter-
estingly, some athletes describe their best performances occurred at “easy
speed.” That is, the athlete’s perception was giving a little less than 100% or
trusting more and trying less. In order to be able to trust your training, the
athlete must be advised and encouraged to have quality practices of both
mental skills and physical skills.

The ability to refocus is a critical skill to master. Jack Nicklaus, consid-
ered to be the greatest golfer of all time, was known to have extreme, highly
developed concentration power. Sport is an arena where very little can be
controlled externally. Yet, many poor performers try to control the uncon-
trollable aspects of their environment. The best performers are very clear
and decisive about control. They spend almost all their time on the things
that are in their control. Very little energy is expended on other aspects of
the contest. These extraordinary athletes also perform in a state of total ac-
ceptance. That is, very little emotion is expended on either good or poor
breaks in the game. If one spends time emitting unnecessary anger or joy
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then the next play will pass you by before you can react. I once asked Gus-
tav Weder, a two time gold medalist for Switzerland in the two-man bob-
sled, how he reacted to such fast conditions on the track. He laughed and
told me that if he waited to react he would be in trouble. He said he must
anticipate rather than react.

The next skill to be learned is poise under pressure. Great athletes learn
to change the pressure to challenges or change the “p’s” to “c’s.” They have
the ability to monitor their activation levels and adjust them as if they were
set to a thermostat. This comes with the ability to learn to activate or deac-
tivate upon command. There are many ways to teach these skills and I will
discuss these later in the section named Consulting Processes. However, this
ability can be learned and regulated. Originally taught in the Eastern Bloc
countries, (e.g., Russia and East Germany) my early contact with these pro-
cedures was extremely influential upon my way of doing sport psychology.
I learned rather early in my consulting career that athletes do not like to
practice progressive relaxation but rather prefer to practice mind-to-muscle
techniques. Conservation of physical and emotional energy is a prerequisite
to a great performance of any kind. Also, when one is in a poised state, the
focusing abilities are maximized.

The final skill to be enhanced and developed is mental toughness. Al-
though very difficult to define, it is easily recognizable. The mentally tough
athlete is resilient, has an ability to recover quickly from setbacks, has high
self-confidence, healthy self-esteem, and considers himself a fighter rather
than a victim when adversity strikes. Another part of mental toughness that
is often not mentioned in the sport psychology literature is decisiveness. On
the day of a competition, I never ask an athlete a question. By asking any
question you might plant a seed of doubt that serves no purpose other than
to confuse the athlete. For instance, even the commonly polite conversa-
tional piece of, “How do you feel today?” could plant the idea that perhaps I
do not feel as well as I could or, even worse, should feel. I only make declara-
tive statements in a decisive and forthright manner. In this way the athlete
will sense an utter confidence that will transfer to their decision making
process.

These skills that I have discussed are all associated with maximum per-
formance. However, the development of these skills does not ensure maxi-
mum performances as there are many factors in an athletic contest that might
influence the outcome (poor officiating, luck, weather conditions, time of
day, etc). However, if I can help an athlete achieve some competencies in
these skills and become adroit in their usage then I can increase the proba-
bility of a more consistent performance on their part.
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Emotional management is an often-neglected part of the mental skills
training. In my opinion, it is essential to a great performance. As an exam-
ple, worry is the most natural and spontaneous emotion imaginable. We all
worry from time to time, including athletes. My job is not to rid the athlete
of worry but to help them manage it. Fear is also natural. To be fearless is
associated with poor performance in my experience. The ability to deal with
worry and fear and accept these emotions as a normal part of competing is
a valuable skill to teach. I do this by telling the athlete that worry is normal
and to not fight it but use it to perform better. Anger is another emotion that
can stimulate good performance if used appropriately. I have seen some
very angry athletes place themselves right into contention. Whereas, per-
haps a more laid back approach was ineffective, the athlete sensed a need to
press and created just the right level of anger and urgency that was needed
to bring their level of effort to a higher level.

I will end this section by describing a Psychological Mastery/Performance
Loop (see Figure 3.1) that Jim Reardon and I created many years ago for
throwing in track and field. We have received much positive reinforcement
from coaches and athletes concerning the applicability of this model. If an
athlete can integrate this type of pre-performance and during-performance
routine it increases their chance of competing well. I think most athletes
have well developed physical routines but not as well developed mental rou-
tines. The loop begins before the performance in the physical and psycho-
logical warm-up phase. I like to teach visual or kinesthetic warm up im-
agery. Imagery is best done in real time while moving. At the same time the
athlete should narrow their focus to internal cues and positive self-talk like
“I’ve done this thousands of times before,” “Just like in practice,” “Let’s
go!!” or other such phrases. At the same time it is important to teach trig-
gers for positive breathing techniques that come naturally as part of the rou-
tine. As the athlete begins to perform they should sharpen their focus inter-
nally and get “the eyes on a target.” These types of triggers are taught through
“inner mental training” which takes place in a 16-week program that I have
been teaching since learning it from Lars-Eric Unestahl 35 years ago.

These routines are learned and automated by using cues. The routines,
not rituals, can be used without forcing anything and are conditioned to oc-
cur automatically. During performance this frees the athlete to truly trust
one’s self and one’s training. I teach athletes to not force anything extra, just
do what you do and trust what you have trained for. After each throw or
performance a quick non-emotional evaluation with positive and corrective
feedback is self-given and then a refocus back to the next trial. Breathing
control is essential in this phase. Also, positive “now” self-talk is a must
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with some type of coping imagery if needed. This loop has been essential in
my work for 35 years and can be taught and automated so it becomes a natu-
ral part of the each athlete’s performance.

Finally, I spend a lot of time on balance in the life of the athlete. It takes
time to clear one’s plate to optimize performance. An athlete must eat well,
rest, recover, rejuvenate and balance. If one’s life is in order off the court,
the chances of good performance on the court go up. I spend time talking
about social support, competencies in areas other than sport, and making
sure to eliminate the sports-only identification. If you allow athletes to asso-
ciate their self-worth totally on athletic performance, this is a recipe for dis-
illusionment and disappointment.

THEORY OF PERFORMANCE BREAKDOWNS
I will address this part of the chapter just as I addressed the Performance Ex-
cellence section with a model developed by Jim Reardon and I and written
in 1992 (see Figure 3.2). There are many errors associated with poor per-
formance including: over trying and over importance, fear of rejection, fear
of change, fear of the unknown, fear of success, fear of failure, distractions
(both internal and external), routine disruption, over coaching, over think-
ing, and confidence issues, just to name a few.

The concept of over trying is an interesting one to dissect. When we first
enter organized sport we are taught to “try harder.” In fact, this is an attri-
bution that gives one a chance to get better when performance is poor. How-
ever, this instruction often backfires by giving the illusion that trying harder
will result in success. Unfortunately many athletes that I have been associ-

Figure 3.1. Psychological Mastery Continuum/Performance Loop.
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ated with during my career believe this myth: “Hard work always pays divi-
dends” is their creed or motto. This may be true in practice but not in com-
petition. In fact, it is the antithesis of advice I give to my clients. Along with
this concept, is the “big game syndrome.” Over importance of athletic con-
tests is the coach’s weapon. “This is the most important game of your life”
has been uttered many times in locker rooms. My response is what about
the other games? Aren’t they important? I think the most important game is
the one you’re currently playing. I get athletes to give the same amount of
effort in all games. This way the effort applied becomes the dominant and
consistent habit.

Fears of all kind are stoppers of great performance. I do not recommend
the absence of fear but the mastery of it. Fear of rejection, the greatest of all
human fears, thrives in doubt, comparison, critical and sometimes destruc-
tive self-talk, and moreover has ruined many careers of promising athletes.
Also, fear of change (either technique or coaches), fear of the unknown (do-
ing something outside your realm of consciousness), and fear of success are
equally disruptive. Rather than deal with each one of these separately, I will
give my philosophy for dealing with all of these fears: Recognize and con-
quer them. An athlete must realize that all athletes have fears. The great
ones deal with them and do not hide from them.

I will address this issue in my case study later in this chapter but for now
let me say that all fears are imbedded in the amygdala. Since we can’t per-
form brain surgery, I advocate another type of surgery; the surgery to correct

Figure 3.2. Psychological Breakdown Continuum/Performance Loop.
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bad thinking about fear. Fear is a natural part of life and sport. I teach my
athletes to recognize theirs and to make a change in perception about what
it is that is feared. For example, if you do not perform well today, what will
be the consequences? Will your life end? Will your family dislike you? Usu-
ally the answer is no and the point is made to the understanding of the
client/athlete. I heard a great athlete say once “sometimes it’s how you do it
and sometimes it’s how you view it.” Isn’t that so true? Thinking does not
hurt us in competition but poor thinking or ineffective thinking could.

Distraction is another factor in performance errors. The more I continue
to consult in applied sport psychology, the more I am convinced that the
inability to focus and refocus is the major cause of poor performance. Dis-
traction can occur because of internal factors (anxiety, somatic symptoms,
negative self-talk) or external factors (other competitors, weather, poor offi-
ciating). These types of distractions disrupt the best routines of athletes and
put them into a panic state. It is very difficult for the athlete to recover once
this occurs. The game will not stop and the athlete must regain their com-
posure and focus very quickly. It reminds me of some research conducted a
few years ago with soccer. It was discovered that immediately after a goal in
soccer, the probability of another goal being scored quickly after the first in-
creased significantly. This was due to the inability of the goalkeeper to refo-
cus. I try to teach the athlete to come back to the present immediately, if not
sooner. Also, over coaching can cause disruption in routine because if an
athlete is ready to play, then no more coaching is necessary at that time.
Sometimes what you don’t say to an athlete immediately pre-game is more
important than what you do say.

Finally, confidence is a big issue in performance errors. If a coach shows
lack of confidence in an athlete close to competition, the athlete will recog-
nize this immediately with negative effects. Anyone around the athlete
should exude confidence or get out of the room. The athlete is in charge of
their own performance at this point and it is time to let them compete. If
they haven’t done their homework prior to this time it is like trying to pull
an “all nighter” to get a better grade on an exam. It is an illusion.

CONSULTING PROCESS
My consulting process is described as eclectic. I prefer not to label my style,
as I use whatever method works well. However, my preference is to initially
establish rapport with the athlete and/or organization. The first meeting
with an organization is devoted to establishing the terms and types of serv-
ice that I will provide based upon their needs. I make sure that everyone is
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aware that my client is always the athlete. This does not mean that all oth-
ers in the organization are out-of-bounds regarding a relationship with me.
As I established earlier, it is imperative that I have an association with all of
the team in order to be an effective consultant. However, some of the infor-
mation that will remain private regarding confidentiality has to be identified
up front in the consulting relationship. Also, if the athlete is a minor, it is
my practice to meet initially with the athlete, and one or both parents, to es-
tablish guidelines of our working relationship. Moreover, I have always found
it very helpful to hear the parents’ views regarding the situation, as they in-
variably are part of the situation.

In my initial assessment of each athlete, I can determine a desire or lack
thereof almost immediately. If this desire is missing, my task of helping the
athlete achieve performance excellence becomes extremely difficult. In fact,
one of our first discussions must be addressing the question, “Why are you
playing this sport?” Of course, there are many motives for participation but
usually the initial one is to have fun. The athlete who lacks desire is proba-
bly not having any fun anymore due to many possible factors such as lack
of success, high performance expectations, etc. Perhaps there are coach/ath-
lete communication issues, parent/athlete communication concerns, reoc-
curring injury problems, perceived “failure,” self-sabotage or many other
possibilities. These issues must be identified and addressed in order to clear
the path to excellence. To this end, I use a variety of methods to help ath-
letes. Typically, the skills I teach are: focusing, confidence building, compo-
sure skills, imagery, self-talk awareness, affirmations, and commitment.
However, one skill or technique that I have used for 35 years is hypnosis. I
will discuss this further in the next section.

UNIQUE FEATURES
As I stated in the previous section I do not believe I possess something so
unique from all other colleagues, however, I believe there are two aspects
that might distinguish me from my colleagues: my use of stories to connect
with athletes, and my use of hypnosis. I often use stories to help athletes
understand their particular situation in a more indirect way. I can be very di-
rect and didactic at times, but my general style is to use metaphors and sto-
ries to do my work. In fact, one day I plan on writing a book with the stories
that I have accumulated in my 35 years of consulting: That is, if I can re-
member them. Sometimes, after using this storytelling method, I have forgot-
ten the story because it was not about me but about how the athlete could
use this story to help themselves perform or think well in any situation.
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As for hypnosis, many practitioners do not discuss it in our field. I became
acquainted with its usefulness while a graduate student. I attended several
conferences and made several presentations regarding the use of hypnosis in
sport. Lars-Eric Unestahl was my mentor in this area. He had written a clas-
sic book on hypnosis in 1975 and he visited Utah in the late 70’s when we
became lifelong friends and colleagues. Lars-Eric is one of the most creative
minds in our field and has been a big influence on my approach to teaching
mental training as a developmental model rather than a medical model.

My use of hypnosis involves allowing the athlete to use self-hypnosis to
enter a trancelike state in preparation for competition as well as during com-
petition. Sometimes the athletes I have coached are actually in trance state
while performing. Many people call this flow or peak performance state, but
I have always used the term “ideal performing state” (IPS) based on Unes-
tahl’s early terminology. I teach the athlete in many different ways to use
“triggers” that have been hypnotically conditioned so that while performing
the athlete does not have to do anything special to induce this state other
than utilizing the conditioned triggers. If you ever watch Tiger Woods as he
stands and waits to hit a shot you will see him trigger this state with a very
slow and deliberate blink of his eyes. Very few would recognize this, as it is
something very subtle.

The other uses of hypnosis that I have found noteworthy and useful are
to explore previous performance in a more intense in vivo state for increased
development of awareness. For instance, it is much more powerful to enter
a trance state and relive a previous performance than to merely recall it ver-
bally by description. The information is more rich and valuable to obtain in
this fashion. Other than this particular use of hypnosis, I believe my consult-
ing process is rather like most of the other authors of this book.

CASE STUDY
I believe this story, a true case study, will illustrate my consulting methods
very well. I was once on a trip with a junior national team to a World Cham-
pionship in track and field. I was with a group of young athletes between
the ages of 17–19, in a foreign country, and some of these athletes had never
been out of the United States before. I was acquainted with most of them
from junior camps, where I had been with them in training situations with
their coaches in either Colorado Springs or Chula Vista. Thus, the athletes
and coaching staff knew me well and trusted me.

On the day before Raymond’s first competition, I was contacted by the
head coach, a former Olympian and gold medalist, with an urgent request.
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He asked me “Would you please talk to Raymond?” I inquired about his re-
quest and he stated that the athlete was going to withdraw from the compe-
tition. According to the coach, he had developed blisters on both his big
toes because he had worn a new pair of shoes to training that day. I imme-
diately called the team’s athletic trainer at the hotel and inquired as to the
seriousness of Raymond’s condition. The trainer informed me that he in-
deed had blisters on his toes and he was distraught about his situation. I
asked the trainer if Raymond ran in this upcoming race and competed as
scheduled whether any further damage could be inflicted. The trainer as-
sured me that no further damage would occur if he ran the race.

I then called Raymond and asked him to meet me in my room at the ho-
tel and he gladly came to see me. We discussed the situation for a few min-
utes and I found out that he was in extreme pain because of his injury. We
discussed injury in general for a while and how he usually reacted to it and
he stated that anytime he was injured in his entire athletic career, he would
withdraw or not compete. I asked him if he thought he could control the
pain and he said he didn’t know if he could. I asked him on a scale of 1–10
what was the pain in his toes feeling like: He said “10.” I asked him if he
wanted to lower this pain level and he was curious about doing so. I used a
hypnotic trance to allow him to dial his pain to a 3–4 on the scale. After the
trance state he told me he was amazed at how much better his toes felt. I
asked if he thought he could do that technique on his own tomorrow and he
said yes. I asked him how long it takes him to run 400 meters and he said
“About 45 seconds.” I replied, “You can take anything for 45 seconds can’t
you?” He said at a 3–4 on the pain scale of course he could. I also pointed
out the benefit that he could initiate this procedure in the call area just prior
to the race so that while the other competitors were becoming more and
more nervous, he would become more ready to perform.

The next day, I approached the coach and said all he had to do was make
sure Raymond made it to the call area in time and all would be fine. As a
special caveat to this case study, the trainer did not know what I had done,
but he cut the leather off the top of Raymond’s new shoes just for special ef-
fect and comfort. It was fantastic. Raymond ran the race and won a silver
medal. The next day he was a member of the World Championship 4 × 400-
relay gold medalist team. I saw Raymond many times over the years as he
advanced into becoming a world-class 400-meter runner, and we would al-
ways have a good laugh over his “new shoes.” The moral of this story is you
have to think creatively and on your feet in our field. There is no time to
consult the textbook in such important circumstances and you must com-
pletely trust your own methods to do so.
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